
Don Class Activity Grid WC 4th May 

Hello Don class I hope you have settled back into learning at home. Below are this 

weeks’ activities - remember there is no expectation to finish all of the grid activities 

– do as much as you feel is necessary. 

 
Signalong 

 
Practice some signalong using the free resources at 

the website 
  

https://signalong.org.uk/filemanager/FREE%20R
esources%20page/at_breakfast_2020.pdf 

 

 
Can you use some of these breakfast symbols this 

week? 

Number before 
 

Look for numbers around you in your 
house or when you are outside. What 

would be the number that comes 
before? What is the number before 
that? Perhaps you can take turns to 

say what number comes before? Can 
you say the 5 numbers that came 

before between you? 
 

Story 
 

Watch ‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt’ animated 
story/read the book at home. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gyI6ykDwds 

 
Have your own ‘Bear Hunt’   

Some houses have put bears in their windows. Have 
you spotted any? Maybe you could have a 

competition to see who can spot the most each day? 
Can you draw the bear that you liked the most? 

What would the bear be called? What does it get up 
to when it isn’t looking out of the window?! 

 

Questioning 

 
 

Can you and a partner come up with 
some questions for each other? You 
could ask about objects in a room or 
ask about things that you might see 

outside.  

 
What’s in my bag? 

 
Ask a grownup to fill a bag with some items. Once 
this is done put your hand in and guess what the 

items  are – No peeking in the bag! What words can 
you use to describe the items? Rough/smooth? 

Heavy/Light? Soft/Hard? 

 
Patterns 

 
A pattern is where objects or shapes 

repeat in an order for a number of 
times. Can you spot any patterns 
around you? Can you make some 

patterns using shapes or numbers? 

https://signalong.org.uk/filemanager/FREE%20Resources%20page/at_breakfast_2020.pdf
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Specialist Subjects: 

 

Art – Visit school website for art challenge this week. 

Easy/intermediate - Let’s make a collage picture 

Intermediate/challenging - How to make paper flowers in a pot 

 

Music –  

Visit school website for videos of songs.https://braidburnedinburgh.com/home-

learning-resources/subject-specialists/music-ideas-and-videos/  

Try - Keep on dancing.  

 

Ukulele- Hallelujah tutorial to try.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsVvdEE6EOA 

 

HE -    

Toast Recipe on website.  

If you can do this independently you could add your favourite topping or experiment 

and try something new! Try repeating this throughout the week to build on skills. 

 

PE - Visit school website for PE ideas 

 

 
Minibeast hunt: 

 
There are lots of new creatures appearing now that 

the weather is getting warmer. Have a look to 
see if you can find any when you are outside. 

Do you know the names of all the creatures that you 
find?  

 
Perhaps you could draw a picture to show some of 

the creatures you have found? Maybe you can keep 
a record of how many of each creature you have 

seen? 
 

 
Months of the year: 

 
Continue to practice the months of the 

year songs: 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=om
kuE6Wa5kQ 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5en

DRrWyXaw 
 

Can you say/order the months 
correctly? When given a month can 
you say what month is next? What 

about before? 
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